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SYSTEMS 

+ , X G. W. Roper and D. P. Wlnttle 

The to diffusion in two 

i.s discussed. In , the circumstances under which vi:r:·tual diffu'" 

sion paths arise are highlighted. Despit:e the inhererrt in 

virtual , it. is recognised that have an over, so~called, 

boundaries) in that they include 

information abou·t the relative proportions of the phases present in two~ 

regions. The term Composi·te Diffusion Path is introduced, which re~ 

tains this advantage of a. virtual path, but avoids its short··comings not 

being based on the assumption of pseudo-binary behavior. The composite 

diffusion paths are derived from first principles for two model diffusion 

couples, each comprising a single phase (a) alloy annealed in contact wit:h 

a two phase (a+S) alloy. 

Comment.s are also made on the interrelationship between diffusion co~ 

efficient data and the shapes of phase boundaries in ternary systems, results 

which suggest that conclusions about one can be made on the 

basis of information about. the other. 

+ Sh.ell Research Center, 'I'hornton, Near Chester, England 
and Molecula.r Research Division Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 

and Department of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering, University 
of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720, U.S.A. 





si·tuations where diffusion is 

of more ·than one 

·the attainment of 

Various a:utbo;r.·s have 

in ter111s of the 

ski, Hirtl1 and [1] have 

formation and of intermetallic 

and so an 

elucidat:ion. 

dai:a. For 

in 

of th.e na~ 

the 

have so far 

in 

terms of the diffusion behaviour of the while various workers have 

discussed diffusion controlled tate in 

Coates and Randich and Goldstein [4, 

tant. phenomenon diffusional interactions between is the 

temperature oxidation and hot corrosion of alloys. Important con~ 

tributions in this field include those by Kirkaldy [6] v Dalvi and Coates 

and Whittle 

The theoretical discussion of diffusion is 

intended as no more than a contribution ·to t:his and 

field. In it the close rela,·· 

between the of a and its diffusion bE;haviour. 

APPROACH 

making certain a.bout the variation of diffusion co·· 

efficients wi·th , it is to solve 'che diffusion 

for a.n infinite couple of a system 

'I'his reveals the solute concentra·tion les across ·the 

after a diffusion anneal, Further v since t.he concen.t:ca.tions 



of both solutes in such a system can be expressed as unique functions of 

~ a single parameter A (equal to x/t , where x = dist.ance and t = time), 

it is possible to eliminate A between the two solute concentration pro~ 

files to generat.e a diffusion path, which shows the variation of composi~ 

tion across the couple. (The diffusion path, so defined, is a convenient 

way of present.ing diffusion data since it is independent of distance and 

time, bu·t the fact that diffusion paths are devoid of spatial and kinetic 

info:rma-tion can also be a weakness.) 

For a system of more than one phase, however, things are :much less 

straightforward because concentration profiles, and the diffusion equa-

tions defining them, are no longer smooth and continuous across the couple. 

Phase boundaries move as the diffusion process takes place and this com~ 

pounds the difficulties of modelling such a system. 

It is possible to cope with phase boundary movements in a binary 

system because the Phase Rule prohibits the development of composition 

gradients through two phase regions, with the result that phase boundaries 

remain stable and planar. Since phase boundary movements are diffusion 

con'crolled, changes of position of a planar boundary are confined to the 

dimension of diffusion and to a parabolic rate that can be simple defined. 

In ternary systems, on the other hand, the additional component gives 

an additional degree of freedom, which :means that~ and B phases, for 

example, can co~exist at equilibrium over a range of compositions even when 

pressure and temperature are fixed. This :means that non~planar interfaces 

and/or internal precipitates can arise. If this were to occur, concentra.,-

tion gTa.dients in the vicinity of the interface would no longer be restricted 

to the single dimension of the :macro~gradient of composition, which destroys 



the condition for parabolic behaviour of the interface [10], i.e. 

its movement would no lonqer be a function of A only. Precise determ:i.na~ 

t.ion of concen·tration profiles and diffusion paths from known diffusion 

da:ta is impossible under such circumstances, In addition ·to this limi t:a.,, 

t.i.on, there is another consequence of the development of concentration 

(and hence activi·ty gradients) two of 

the creation of a force for diffusion 

through such ons. Thus, when attempt.ing to derive the concentration 

profiles across a multiphase ternary diffusion couple by solving the 

diffusion equation, allowance must be made for the possibility of dif·

fusion through two~phase regions. This complication does not arise in 

binary system. 

Consider, for example, an infinite diffusion couple comprising dif~ 

ferent single phase (a and B) of the same ternary system. An approximate 

approach to this problem is to treat the system as a pseudo~binary, by 

assuming that. interphase boundaries rRmain planar and therefore parabolic 

in behaviour. I>c is then possible to match solu·tions t.o t.he diffusion 

equation on either side of the phase boundary by means of flux continuity 

rela·tions. The diffusion path determined in tl1is way is then plotted on 

the appropriate isotherm of the system's ternary phase diaqram from which 

it is possible to see if the path runs through any two ph.ase regions. If 

the only incursion to a two phase region is straigh>c across a tie·~ line'!, 

as for example at the assumed planar junction between a and B phases, 

then the calculated diffusion path is a stable solution, i. t:l. the as sump~ 

·tion of planar interfaces is valid. If, however, the calculated diffusion 



loops into ctwo phase regions' cutting across tie-· lines to create a 

fini'ce of supersatura·tion, then the solution is unstable because 

supersaturation is not usually tolerated in a real system. 

When a calculated diffusion path turns out to be of this type it 

cannot be ·the same as that obtained in practice because the existence 

of a non~planar interfac<~ or precipitate was not taken into account in 

the original analysis. Kirkaldy and Brown [10] have called such tmstable 

calculated diffusion Virtual Paths. the fact that virtual 

frequently bear little resemblance to reality, they provide a useful 

means of determining whether or not phase boundaries in a system remain 

planar on annealing. An interesting feature of a virtual path is that, 

for any point in cthe two phase region' it contains information regarding 

bot.h the compositions of the bro phases present (given by the end points 

of the relevant tie~line) and also their relative proportions (by means 

of the lever rule) . 'I'he so-called real diffusion path, on the other hand, 

lacks ·the la·t·ter feature because it does not cross the two phase region 

and merely runs along the phase boundaries. It is felt by the authors 

·that a third type of diffusion path can be usefully defined for dealing 

with multiphase systems and the suggested title is Composite Path. The 

compos:i. te path has the same format a.s the virtual path and therefore con~ 

tains information regarding the proportions of the two phases at any 

point in addition to their compositions. However, unlike the virtual 

path, the composite path describes the real situation and is not derived 

on the false assumption of pseudo-binary behaviour. In the following 

section, it is shown how composite diffusion paths through the two phase 

of a ternary system may be obtained. 



Consider the ternary system ABC and further consider a diffusion 

couple between two alloys of this system X in the A rich solid solu~, 

tion (a) and Y in the a cent field ( S) • Suppose now that the 

diffusion path for this couple is calculated on the bases of a 

boundary between the phases and t:hat this calculated is plotted on 

the appropriate isotherm of the phase diagram to 

1 which the phase isotherm is shown in 

for convenience):. 

Since this diffusion is seen to loop into the 'two (a+ B) 

regime, it is in fac·t virtual. The section of the path shown as a broken 

line runs along a tie~line and corresponds to the ~planar inter~ 

face of the couple. 

Kirkaldy and Brown have shown that, where a portion of a {composite) 

diffusion path passes into a two phase region from a phase region 

at an angle to the tie~ lines, the morphology of the resulting b1o phase 

zone is dependent on the way in which that path exists from the two phase 

region of the phase diagram. Exit to the same single phase region describes 

a zone of isola·ted precipitation in the diffusion couple, while exit into 

another phase represents a non-planar interface (possibly with associated 

isolated precipitation) . If the shape of a calcula·ted virtual diffusion 

path is broadly similar to the composite path which it represents, then 

this conclusion of Kirkaldy and Brown can probably be applied to the 

virtual a.s well (in fa.ct t:his was assrrro.ed without coroment 

and Brown) • The:t'efore, length PQ of the diffusion path in l 

to a region of isolated precipitation while length RS is 

associated with a non-planar interface. 



5. ALTERNA'riVE 'rO THE 

.A.s described above v the pseudo~binary approximation for a ternary 

mul t:iphase (L e. that no concentration gradient can occur at 

equilibrium t.hrough a two phase region) is a for 

describing a diffusion couple between two alloys of the system compris~ 

ing diffen~nt single phases, providing that phase interfaces all remain 

If t~his proviso is not: valid then a virtual path is 'che result. 

Consider now an infinite diffusion couple bet:ween ·two alloys of 

the ternary ABC, in which component A is the majority element, or 

solvent, and components B and C are the minority elements, or solutes; 

one of the alloys comprising single phase a and the other a mixtu:re of 

a and S phases. Here a two phase region is in existence from the start 

and for any real ternary system concentration gradients through it are 

bound to occur. For such a system, therefore, it. is more sensible to 

develop an analysis in which account is taken of concentration gradients 

through the two phase region rather than relying on the virtual path 

approach. The diffusion paths determined from such an analysis will be 

Composite Paths. 

It is assumed that the a+S alloy lies on the a rich side of the two 

phase region such that a is the majority or matrix phase. Further it is 

assumed that all diffusion through the two phase region is via the a phase 

and none through the f,. Equilibrium between the a and S in the two phase 

is maintained by dissolution or growth (including precipitation) 

of S. 



;:rhe diffusion for t:he dist.ribut:ion of B and C 

·the two may be obtained from the 

version of Fick's 2nd Law: 

1 to (n·~l) 
dX 

3 for a system. 

Since no diffusion occurs th:cough tb.e B , the concent.rat:io:n 

gradients on the hand side of equation (1) refer only to the a 

phase. The term on the left hand side, howeverv describes the nett accumu~ 

lat. ion o:r depletion of B or C, which must t:ake account of the inert resE:r-

voir of components in the B phase since it: maintains equilibrium with 

the a. On expansion, therefore, equation (1) becomes:-

+ 

+ 

Where 

d 
dX 

d 

dX 

+ 

+ 

rna and ms (=l·~ma) are the mass fractions of a and B 

and are the concentrations of B in a and S 

(2) 

respe 

Cca and ccS are the concentrations of c in a and B phases respectively. 



In the case, the complexity of these equations defies 

solution., However, considering a special case, simplification can 

be effected. ·rhe case to be considered is that described by Figure 2 

The diffusion couple of interest is that be"cween points X and Z. 

As will be described later, in the section on "Phase Boundaries and 

Diffusion Coefficients", a system whose phase diagram r<~sernbles Figure 2 

reasonably be expected to have a very low value of the cross dif-· 

fusion coefficient. in the a region. Therefore, consistent 

with this, it is assumed that DCB for the under consideration is 

zero, not, only in the single phase a region, but also in the two phase 

region since diffusion is confined to the a phase therein. 

Because of the orientation of the a phase boundary on the equili~ 

brium diagram, the concentration of C in the a phase remains constant 

throughout the t:wo phase region. 

i.e. 0 and constant 

Taking Lhis into consideration, together with the fact that DCB 

is zero, equation (3) becomes:~ 

0 

l\.s stated above, CC a is constant and therefore, if s is also 

constant, equation (5) becomes:~ 

(4) 

(5) 



~·he solu·tions to t:his are 

on the 

or 0 

constant (6) 

If the 6 phase boundary on the phase is also t.o 

the B axis then the condition of fo:e CcB is mei: and the above 

soltrtion ( 6) is valid. Therefore, under t:h.ese circumstances ·the pro·~ 

portions of a and S remain constant throughout the two phase region and 

the appea.rance of the composite diffusion path on the ternary isotherm 

of the phase diagram (assuming ·the tie··lines to be parallel to the C axis) 

is shown in Figure 3. 

Since the C concentrations of a and S in libriu.m wii:h each 

other are fixed, the constancy of ·:rna results in the overall concentra·tion 

of C remaining invariant throughout the two region, as shown in 

Figure 3 (line ZH). The broken line HG runs along a tie~line and corres~ 

ponds to a step change in concentration in the diffusion couple. 

3 shows the diffusion path through ·the two phase region of 

the diffusion couple, but this gives no clue as to the nature of the B 

concent.ration profile. To determine this consider equation (2) 

account of equation (4) ·~ 

~~ [ma,.cBa + (1-ma,) ®CBB] = 0~ . [ DBB ()cBa J (7) 

Because of the assumption that ·tie~ lines are parallel t:o the C axis, 

a and B must have the same B concent~ration in order to co~exist in 

equilibrium. Therefore, since it was fied that local equiHbriruu be 

main·t:ained be·tween a end S throughout the t11vo the conclusion 

is reached that <:rt all points .in the t:wo 



c s B 

Subst:itution in equation (7) gives . 

a 
dX 

(8) 

(9) 

This is now the simple form of Fickvs 2nd Law as for a binary sin~ 

system. Therefore, it appears that, with respect to diffusion, 

component B sees no two phase structure at all. However, this is not 

st:ric·tly true since the presence of the S affec·ts the kinetics of 

the system. For example, the S phase botmdaries may act as fast diffu-

sivity paths which may be important under certain circu.mstances. Also, 

the fact that no diffusion can occur through the B phase means that the 

S particles act as obstacles to the diffusion flux of B, effectively 

reducing the cross sectional area of the system with respect to diffu~ 

sion. 

The extent to "tvhich the flux through the two phase region is affec-

ted, by these and other kinetic effects of the S presence, depends on the 

volume fraction and morphology of the S phase and is difficult to quan·tify. 

HOl!Jever, account may be taken of these effects by incorporating an addi-

tional factor in the diffusion coefficient DBB in equation (9). Thus, al~ 

though diffusion in the two region is restricted to the a. phase, the 

coefficient DBB in equation (9) is not equal to that pertaining to single 

a of the same composition. Instead it 

some factor to account for the kinetic influence of the B phase on the 

diffusion flux. Since this additional factor depends on the volume frac-

tion of S, it is a function of ms. 



It is a ·to assurne th.at: direct diffusion 

coefficients, like DBB t.:Lon ( 11) . Hovvever, it 

is now seen that w:b.en wit:h a two 

c:dbed above, it is to ensure that mp is also constant with COin''" 

before making this l?or the model described 

above it ~t.ras shown 6) that ma and hence are i:o. fatTt, constant 

across the two The:t>efore 1 it is 

u:me th<:rt is constant so that 

(10) 

(10) has a shnple error function solutiorL 

To summarize, for an a/a+S type diffusion of the 

t.em ABC, for which : both Cl, and s boundaries run to the B 

axis, i:ie~lines run parallel to the c a2ds, DBB ze:ro and no diffusion 

occurs through the B phase, the concentrations of C in bo·th a and S phases 

remain constant. across the two phase region, while t:he concent.ration pro~ 

file of component B is as defined by equation (10). 

'rhis u of cou:cse, only deals with ·the ·two phase 

To obtain the complete concentration for the , and hence 

the diffusion as shown in 3, it is necessary to also consider 

solut:io:n to the B and C diffu.sion in the 

to, for example, one of the models discussed in (9). 'I'he solu:"' 

tions i:n t:he and ·two phase must then be matched 

the flux balance across t.he interface between the two. By tllis pro~, 

cedure, the whole diffusion path, i.e. XGHZ on 3 , would be deter~ 



So far, a.ttention has focused on a single simplified ternary system. 

However, the potential exists for extension of this method of a.nalysis to 

s:hnilar to the one considered above except that the stability range of 

the single phase S region on the pertinent isotherm of the ternary phase 

diagram is infinitessimally small, as shown in Figure 4. 

All other abou·t the system are as previou.sly. Thus, the 

diffusion for component C in the two phase region can be reduced 

(5) 

+ 0 (5) 

The vertical a phase boundary leads to the conclusion that Cca is con~ 

stant. Further, since there is only one stable S composition (cBS, ccS) 

which must be :maintained constant throughout the two phase region, equation 

( 5) becomes : -· 

a cc • 

Bence, as before, providing that a real two phase system exists on the 

phase diagram, the result is ·-

constant 

Thus, assuming that the tie-lines radiate regularly from the single 

S region, the diffusion path resembles that shown on Figure 4 L e. 

JKLM. As before the C concentration of both a and S phases remain con-

stant the two phase region. 'I'o obtain the B concentration pro-

file, consider the relevant diffusion equation (2) with Ina constant, Cca 

constant and CBS equal to zero :~ 



that the diffusion coefficient is const:axrt across 

two phase (t:aJdng accoun·t of the ef:':fect on tlw flux o:E tho inert. 

6 phase) equation (11) becomes 0 

acB a - DBB \1) d2CBl\\ 
~~ (12 

3t ma dX2 

Thus the of B :ts like t:hat: 

through a binary single phase but vvi th. a modified diffusion co·" 

efficient. 

In smmnary v it can be said that a tvJo of a ternary 

of the two phases or their compositions or both must vary across the two 

phase region of the system. The of the composite diffusion 

is very useful for such a system since it illustrates the variation of 

both proportions and compositions of the two 

It so happens t.hat for ·the ·two model syst:ems discussed 

above i.t was found t.hat the of the t1110 described 

and ms) were constant the two However, 

this result stems from the made i.n the 

and is not generally true. 



4. 

In t~e detennination of solute concentration profiles across a 

diffusion couple, solutions to the diffu~ 

sion equation on each side of the phase boundary are matched by means 

of flux continuity relations. This procedure requires knowledge of the 

systernes phase diagram, it is necessary to be able to relate the 

solute concentrations to each other at the phase boundary. However, this 

presupposes that the position of the phase boundary is independent of the 

values of the diffusion coefficient matrix, which is not strictly true 

since they share a thermodynamic ancestry. 

The thermodynamic element of the practical diffusion coefficients 

(Le. D coefficient) of a. multicomponent system is described elsewhere 

(see [12] for example). The important point to note here is that the 

cross diffusion coefficients contain information on the variation of the 

chemical potential of one element with the concentration of another. Thus, 

in the ternary single phase system ABC, with A as solvent, the coefficient 

DBc is proportional to dflB/8Cc, where flB is ·the chemical potential of com

ponent B, etc. A large value, then, of DBC implies that the chemical poten

tial of B changes rapidly as the concentration of C(CC) varies. Therefore, 

since the value of flB contributes to the free energy of the system a.s a 

whole, this too must vary strongly with Cc· Now, in general, if the free 

energy of a given phase changes rapidly with any given parameter, then the 

range of that parameter over which ·the phase concerned is stable is likely 

to be small. Hence, a large value of DBc for a 

stability range with C concentration is narrow. 

implies that its 



'l'he ect of equilibria is, of course, a field in 

itself and it would be wrong to assmne from the above that: i·t 

is possible to predict the posi·tions of boundaries silnply from a 

knowledge of diffusion coefficient d<:1ta or vice versa. However, even 

this shallow understanding of the bet.ween phase lib ria. 

and diffusion data can be of some value in 

Clbout one on the basis of firw the ot:hc:'r fox: a 

It is likely that a of the link 

between these hitherto largely unconnect<~d branches of scientific know,~· 

ledge would be of value and would t.he:n::efore be a field 

for future research. 

Evidence has been obtained for the sort of described 

a.bove between the values of diffusion coefficients and ·the of 

boundaries. Measuremen·ts made on cobalt solid solution of the 

substitutional alloy system cobalt -chromium ·~ aluminum at ll00°C 

have shown that the value of the cross diffusion coefficient DA1Cocr is 

very low compared with the values of the other coefficients. This means 

chromium concentration, which suggests that there is little ch.emical j.nt:er··· 

ments outlined earlier, this leads to the conclusion that the a boun·~ 

dary of the Co~cr-Al system runs armost t.o the chromi \ml axis " 

1 the complete of the Co,..Cr·,..Al is not 

available, but some information was obtained by analysing (by the 

a phase of the two phase alloy : Co 25, 7 wt% J.L 7 wt%A.l. This 

had previous been annealed in vacuo for 5 

so that Ci, and S co:mposi·tions should have bGen a1: either end of a 

tie~~line on ·the l200°C isother.m of ·the 



The a phase was found to have the composition : Co 27.2 wt%Cr 5.6 wt%Al, 

which may be compared with the positions of the a phase boundary at 1200°C 

in the binary system cobalt~aluminum [14], i.e. Co 6.5 wt%AL Thus it 

is seen tha·t at 1200°C (and therefore, probably at ll00°C also) the a 

phase boundary in the Co-Cr~Al system does in fact run almost parallel 

to the chromitrm axis over a wide range of chromium concentrations. 

Kirkaldy and Brovvn I1o] have discussed the possibility of making a 

diffusion couple of which both terminal alloys lie in the same single 

phase field, but whose diffusion path loops into adjacent two phase and 

and even phase regions. Consideration was given to the possibility 

of observing this effect in the Co~Cr~Al system. In particular, the 

question of whether a region of the a phase (based on CoAl) could be 

"grown" in a diffusion couple made up of two alloys in the cobalt solid 

solution (a) was seriously investigated. 

The reason for this interest lies in a problem that besets superalloy 

development, i.e. that optimisation of high temperature mechanical strength 

is incompatible with the maintenance of adequate environmental resistance. 

In order to circumnavigate this problem, attempts have been made to separate 

these conflicting requirements by designing an alloy with good mechanical 

properties and then applying a coating to resist oxidation and hot corro

sion. One of the most importan>c such coating procedures is aluminizing, 

whereby the surface of the superalloy is enriched in aluminum (to produce 

a layer of CoAl in the case of cobalt-based superalloy). Unfortunately, 

such coatings deteriorate in service as a result of (amongst other things) 

interdiffusion with the substrate. Thus, not only is the alloy's ability 

to maintain a protective oxide diminished, but also the mechanical proper

ties of the substrat.e may be impaired by the influx of aluminum from the 

coating and by the loss of strengthening components to the surface. 



to suppress the effect the of a 

sio:n barrier behmen the subst:rate hEtVf~ up t:o nmv 

unsuccessful, 

It was considered that a 

been to manipula·te the metal 

amnver to t:his have 

of the su:rface so as 

t.o maintain a almninide i:he :raechanism described abovt'" i. " 

a of 

actions in a otherwise a syst:em, ~However, it. soon bect:rme 

, at least, this would 

not be feasible because of the low Vcllue of the cross diffusion coe:Efi~" 

with the fact that t~e a is almost 

parallel to the chromium axis. As described ea.r.lier, these b.vo fea·tures 

are probably manifest:ations of a d1aracteristic of the 

•ro illustrate the reason 'IIJhy diffusion out of the sin"· 

phase a region is not possible, the is made ·that >ch.e 

co~cx·~Al sysocem closely approximates to the model A.BC, in which 

D~B is zero and the a phase boundary is to the B axis, i.e. as 

shovm in Figure 2. 

Consider a 

:Eormed, the diffusion 

between 1fJ and X. In order that any S 

must into a of 

t:ration than that of alloy W. However, as describod in 

be 

concen~-

, this .is 

impossible if :is zero because under these circumstances the B con,,-

centration has no influence on ·thE) diffttsion of C and. so C ifc> 

bmmd to diffuse down its own concent.raticm ':L'his 

even in the ca.se of a diffusion bet,ween tions 

Wand Y, the diffusion of vihich tu.rns out t.o be a vertica.1 

line bebftreen the t1.10 terminal 
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Figure L Calculated Diffusion Path for Couple XY. 
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Figure 2. Isothermal Section of ABC Pha.se Diagram. 
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Figure 3. Composite Diffusion Path of Couple XZ. 
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Figure 4. Composite Diffusion Path of Couple JM, 






